CHANGING LIVES, CREATING SUCCESS

At Wegmans, we’ve long believed that we can only achieve our goals if we fulfill the needs of our people.

In this spirit, we created the Wegmans Scholarship Program to assist our people in their pursuit of higher education.

Since 1984, we have awarded over $115 million dollars to more than 36,500 employees through the Scholarship Program.

Currently over 4,500 employees are receiving scholarship funds from Wegmans.

MEET SOME OF OUR PAST WINNERS

REGGIE
Service Area Manager, Woodmore, MD
2005 Scholarship Winner

“The scholarship had a huge impact on my success. Wegmans doesn’t just talk their values, they live them. Getting that scholarship showed me Wegmans really believed in me and that was the best feeling ever!”

ELISE
IT Security Technician Rochester, NY
1999 Scholarship Winner

“The Wegmans scholarship paved a path to pursue my dreams, grow as an individual, and nurture the skills I gained while continuing to learn more.”

JASON
Executive Chef Charlottesville, VA
2003 Scholarship Winner

“Having that scholarship made a huge difference as I grew my knowledge. Wegmans showing us that kind of support really encourages all of us to come to work and share that kind of care with our customers.”

Congratulations to our 2018 Scholarship Winners FROM OUR ALEXANDRIA STORE

Emmanuel Afrane
Abdullaah Alarcon
Maryam Alarcon
Federicka Algarme
Amna Asghar
Phung Dang
Kai Draper
Sarah Heh
Matthew Middleton
Karen Miller
Jesse Ofori-Nyanko
Nabeel Saleem
Sharjeel Saleem
Koby Sangmuah
Vann Vann
Amber Wetzel
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Jessica Brown
Byron Wills
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Ramon Antonio
Odane Bernard
Corinne Brady
Nelly Dehghanian
Lucas Dillistin
Lorena Fuentes-Amaya
Ashton Heng
Nari Hua
Marwa Kabiri
Nick Leone
Cynthia Martinez
Saba Mehra
Guinent Ramos
Alex Ramos Lopez
Richard Robles
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Rachel Brockman
Lauren Correia
Austin Cox
Justin Elarde
Mariam Elhendawy
Gregory Francis
Chris Green
Rachel Grizzard
Zac Hamad
Lynn Hartsell
Pari Karkehbad
Neil Kasaci
Barnabas Kassa
Alan Le
Daniella Maria
Brittany Marteney

Olivia Mc Dowell
Zahra Mirzai
Nargis Momen
Zack Murphy
Jane Noh
Dany Ntumba
Ricky Parks
Jose Peralta Sanchez
Haeley Phan
Darien Saiidifar
Andres Sanchez
A.V. Sridhar
Ryan Sullivan
Sahar Sumrean
Victor Villatoro
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Andrew Alldaffer         Josh Lindsay
Mayra Berrios           Shaina Lytle
Lee Burdick             Kalen Martin
David Burke             Noah West Mohmand
Ryan Denholm            Jasmine Padgett
Kevin Egry              Ryan Powell
Zach Estrada            Jennifer Rainville
Haleh Ghaffari          Evelyn Ramirez Arias
Ashleigh Gough          Andy Rey
Jessica Harris          Chelsea Ulrich
Rachel Larson           Carissa Vanroe
Lucas Leitz
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Sidrah Alam
Shannon Callahan
Kaitlyn Curtis
Alex Gray
Yab Hayba
Brandon Llave
Zach Nowfel
Julia O’Connor
Alessia Scotto Di Luzio
Adel Shakerian
Komivi Tassitom
Alison Trankovich
Lorena Turriate
Jacob Wagner
Sallie Wagner
Evan Wierenga
Ashleigh Wright
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Jenny Bobrow Britney Jones
Megan Burt Sarah Macklin
Hallie Craig Kait Marshall
Micah Dupie Allison Rodriguez
Deona Epps Hannah Selander
Thomas Gagne Dasha Shneyder
Aaron Garland Nadia Titus
Jackie Grady Andrew Webb
Bailey Huchthausen Daniel Yarbrough
Skyler Jirtle
At Wegmans, we've long believed that we can only achieve our goals if we fulfill the needs of our people.

In this spirit, we created the Wegmans Scholarship Program to assist our people in their pursuit of higher education.

Since 1984, we have awarded over $115 million dollars to more than 36,500 employees through the Scholarship Program.

Currently over 4,500 employees are receiving scholarship funds from Wegmans.
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REGGIE
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“The scholarship had a huge impact on my success. Wegmans doesn’t just talk their values, they live them. Getting that scholarship showed me Wegmans really believed in me and that was the best feeling ever!”
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Kwasi Bekoe
Hanna Bertrand
Abe Diaz Benavides
Deina Elatrebi
Kristin Falgiano
Nora Frimpong
Kodua Frimpong
Lillie Jacob
Sophia Kabiito
Louis Klein
Curtis Mack

Rebecca Martinez
Rahma Moalin-Mohamed
Joana Montalvo
Tariq Moorehead
Jeffery Nyamekye
Ohemaa Ofori-Addae
Steven Polendey
Jean Sa-Nganet
Roniche Wilson
Kat Zelaya Cordova
At Wegmans, we’ve long believed that we can only achieve our goals if we fulfill the needs of our people.

In this spirit, we created the Wegmans Scholarship Program to assist our people in their pursuit of higher education.

Since 1984, we have awarded over $115 million dollars to more than 36,500 employees through the Scholarship Program.

Currently over 4,500 employees are receiving scholarship funds from Wegmans.

MEET SOME OF OUR PAST WINNERS

REGGIE
Service Area Manager, Woodmore, MD
2005 Scholarship Winner

“The scholarship had a huge impact on my success. Wegmans doesn’t just talk their values, they live them. Getting that scholarship showed me Wegmans really believed in me and that was the best feeling ever!”

ELISE
IT Security Technician Rochester, NY
1999 Scholarship Winner

“The Wegmans scholarship paved a path to pursue my dreams, grow as an individual, and nurture the skills I gained while continuing to learn more.”

JASON
Executive Chef Charlottesville, VA
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“Having that scholarship made a huge difference as I grew my knowledge. Wegmans showing us that kind of support really encourages all of us to come to work and share that kind of care with our customers.”
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Tommy Billard
Antoine Cooley
Abby Dobb
Caitlin Fitzpatrick
Katie Gentry
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Reece Koetter
Robyn Kozloski
Nicole Lippy
Jackson Shewmake
Sabrina Spence
Marissa Wright